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Definition of Terms
Documentation - Reporting - Recording

– Writing down content for preserving / presentation / information - e.g.
  – news, letters
  – marketing information

– Writing down on how to do a task - looking into the future - e.g.
  – standard operating procedures
  – guidelines
  – process descriptions
  – handbooks, user manuals
  – lists of requirements

– Writing down what has happened - looking into the past - e.g.
  – log file, log book
  – evidentiary data
  – news, history
The Situation

The Continuum of an Incident

- Nope
- Maybe
- Yep
- HELP!!!
- Sigh of Relief
- What Happened??

The Most Difficult To Do
Why this „Problem“ with IT Related Incidents?

- Computers / electronic devices
  - help commit crimes
  - are (easy) targets of crimes

- Preparedness and „readiness“ mostly not sufficient / appropriate

- What is „appropriate“?
  - no general solution
  - analysis / audits help as a starting point

- Always the „budget problem“ – IT security management is currently still **not** seen as a vital business process.
Statistical Data

- German Federal Criminal Police Office BKA 2006: Overall decline of reported computer related incidents in Germany in 2006 by 4.9%
  - illegally acquired PIN for credit cards - 15%
  - software piracy - 28%
  - Counterfeiting and forgery of probative data +143%
  - spy out data +26%
- CSI/FBI Report 2006 -> large organisations
  - virus attacks are unauthorised access - largest source for financial losses
  - increase in reporting computer intrusions - neg. publicity being a problem
  - 80% do security audits
- IDC Survey 2006 -> SME
  - most enterprises neglect the security of computer systems
  - but only 18% had computer related incidents

source: www.bka.de
Problems with Statistical Data

- Question
  - Less incidents OCCURED
  or
  - Less incidents were REPORTED
  or
  - Less incidents were DETECTED?

source: www.bka.de
Requirements Resulting from Identified Problems

- awareness
- IT-security management (incl. emergency plan / contingency plan)
- training in the area of IT-security
- documented procedures and guidelines for incident management / response in organisations
- collection of electronic evidence
- analysis of data
- cooperation and communication (national and international)
- diversity of laws
- presentation of electronic evidence to court
- standardised reporting of incidents
- lack of documentation which is complete
- lack of “organised” documentation and reporting
Presentation Objectives

Making *organisations* understand that ...
- ... selective problem solving ...
- ... spontaneous problem solving ...
- ... unqualified problem solving ...
- ... purely technological solutions to solve a problem ...
- ... undocumented problem solving ...

... will not suffice!
Presentation Objectives

Making *organisations* understand that ...

- ... selective problem solving ...  
  -> holistical approach
- ... spontaneous problem solving ...  
  -> preparation
- ... unqualified problem solving ...  
  -> qualification
- ... purely technological solutions to solve a problem ...  
  -> organisation
- ... undocumented problem solving ...  
  -> documentation and reporting

instead we need...
General Advantages of Documentation

- Supports searching and finding information
- Supports tracing who did what when how and why (especially if the time between incident and investigation is rather large)
- Base for quality management - required by ISO 9000 anyway
- Process improvement: e.g. safe time and money searching for information
- Supports know-how transfer (planned for new employees and e.g. third party people especially if no separate company investigation experts/unit exist, spontaneous in case of e.g. illness)
- Integration into work flow: prompt provision with appropriate documents
- Common and documented terminology
My Work

Introducing an approach for ...

- ... creation of a concept
  ... adoption of a concept to organisation's requirements and needs
  -> WHAT

- ... improvement of processes quality and
  ... support of business continuity
  -> WHY

- ... integration of adequate roles having sound / required qualification
  -> WHO

- ... stepwise approach
  -> HOW

- ... being ready
  -> WHEN
State of the Art – IT Security Management

- security safeguards and implementation advice within the German BSI Baseline Protection Manual,
- standards like the ISO 17799:2005 - Code of practice for information security management,
- or the ISO/IEC 27001:2005 - Information technology - Security techniques - Information security management systems – Requirements,
- technical reports like the ISO/IEC TR 18044:2004 - Information Technology - Security Techniques - Information Security Incident Management,
- procedures like the ACPO Good Practice Guide for Computer Based Electronic Evidence,
- best practices like IT Infrastructure Library Security Management,
- judicial guidelines like the Convention on Cyber Crime,
- guideline like the NIST Incident Handling Guide,
- Microsoft's incident response process
- and many more ...
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Adopting new processes means need in available
• budget
• people
• organisation
• technology
BSI Baseline Protection Manual (2004) - as Example

1. Initiate IT security process
   - Draw up information security policy
   - Set up IT security management

2. Create IT security concept

3. Implementation
   Implement missing safeguards in the areas
   infrastructure, organisation, personnel, technology,
   communications and contingency planning.
   - Create awareness of IT security issues
   - Provide IT security training

4. Maintenance in ongoing operations
Taking a detailed look at the State of the Art
Focussing on documentation

Looking at „available help“ there is a demand for documentation EVERYWHERE!

Why? „There must be some kind of benefit...“

Why not?
- “Documentation is a hassle”
- “Documentation does not make money”
- “Documentation is useless and a waste of paper”

What are documentations requirements?
Documentation Requirements

- Digital information has to satisfy the requirements "integrity", "authenticity", "reliability" and "archiving"

- Comprehensive (suited for the target reader)
- Identifiable
- Complete
  - Accurate
  - Understandable
  - Meaningful and reasonable
- Authorized
- Preserved
  - Inviolate
  - Coherent
  - Auditable

- Removable
- Exportable
- Accessible
  - Available
  - Renderable
  - Evidential

Structured
Example of Expected Reports

Safeguard S2.201 (of German Baseline Protection Manual) states that the documentation should as a minimum extend to the following:

- Information security policy,
- Schedules of IT assets (including connectivity plans etc.),
- IT security concept(s),
- Plans for implementation of IT security measures,
- Procedures for the proper and secure use of IT facilities,
- Documentation of reviews (checklists, interview notes etc.),
- Minutes of meetings and decisions made by the IT security management team,
- Management reports on IT security,
- IT security training plans, and
- Reports on security-relevant incidents.
Example of Documentation Guideline

In Safeguard 6.64, the documentation guideline for an incident goes as far as: "All actions performed while dealing with a security problem should be documented in as much detail as possible so as to

- retain the details of what happened,
- make it possible to retrace the problems which occurred,
- be able to rectify any problems/faults which could result from hasty implementation of countermeasures,
- be able to resolve problems already known more quickly should they occur again,
- be able to eliminate the security weaknesses and draw up preventive measures,
- collect evidence if a prosecution is to be brought.

Such documentation includes not only a description of the actions carried out including the times at which they were taken, but also the log files of the affected IT systems."
Example of Documentation Guideline

In Safeguard 6.64, the documentation guideline for an incident goes as far as:
"All actions performed while dealing with a security problem should be documented in as much detail as possible so as to
– retain the details of what happened,
– make it possible to retrace the problems which occurred,
– be able to rectify any problems/faults which might arise from hasty implementation of countermeasures,
– be able to resolve problems already known more quickly should they occur again,
– be able to eliminate the security weaknesses and draw up preventive measures,
– collect evidence if a prosecution is to be brought.
Such documentation includes not only a description of the actions carried out including the times at which they were taken, but also the log files of the affected IT systems."

BUT
• How can the requirements be met?
• What is the target group?
• What is the structure?
Demand for a holistic Method

– Holistic and process oriented approach
– Structured according to IT security management and IT incident management processes defined within the organisation
– Results for different target groups
Technical Solution?
Electronic Records Management Systems

ISO 15489:2001 - Information and documentation -- Records management

- setting policies and standards
- assigning responsibilities and authorities
- establishing, enforcing and publishing procedures and guidelines
- providing a range of services relating to the management and use of records
- designing, implementing and administering specialized systems for managing records, and
- **integrating records management into business systems and processes**
# Technical Solution?
## Document Management and Work Flow Management Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval</td>
<td>Typically via a built-in search engine. Some also allow documents to be retrieved using metadata (date, time, tags, document type, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing</td>
<td>Organization? Strategy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Protection against loss, tampering or destruction of documents? How to deal with sensitive information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archival</td>
<td>Readability? How can we protect our documents against fires, floods or natural disasters?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>What to retain? Length of retention? Removal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>People? Cost of distribution?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>If documents need to pass from one person to another, what are the rules for how their work should flow?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>Number of people and logistics of collaboration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication/Approval</td>
<td>How do we provide needed requirements for legal submission to government and private industry that the documents are original and meet their standards for authentication?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[Diagram: Document flow with stages and an Archive symbol]
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Answer to a previous question:
DMS / ERMS / WFMS as a component of the technical solution
Initial Situation in an Organisation (especially SME)
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- Process and Risk Analysis
- "Automated" Generation

WFMS

XML Document
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Process and Risk Analysis

„Automated“ Generation

WFMS

XML Document

Overall written structured Documentation
- Preparation
- Investigation
- Post Processing

DMS ERMS
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Components of an IT Incident Management Process Model

Phases
- Preparation Phase
- Investigation Phase
- Post Processing Phase

Subprocesses
- identification of incidents
- collection
- validation
- storage
- access
- analysis
- collation
- legal
- presentation of evidence

Information
- action
- decision
- role
- skill / special skill
- advice
- checklist
- Document
- technology/tool
- training
- literature reference
- advantage/disadv.
- risk

IT Security Management
Example

- trigger → normal state / measures installed
- analysis (priority: stop incident / company operation / image)
  - jeopardy for organisation / false alarm?
  - consolidated reaction after incident / documentation etc.
  - continue with detailed analysis? → recovery / exit
- investigation

IMF 2007
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Example

- suspect, crime, kind of standards of proof required for evidence, involve LE?
- work together with experts / LE, collect / secure electronic evidence (SOP of IT-forensic experts / LE)
- trial?
- overall documentation / expert witness / counter measures / lessons learned
Prototype Work Flow Management System

We start with the assumption, that some kind of trigger event has led you to the feeling that something is not right with your system, for example someone called you and gave you a notification about some abnormal behaviour (maybe spam originating from your mail account) or you might have had an alarm from your Intrusion Detection System.

In the following you will be given actions and decisions to take depending on what your specific situation is. To each action there is a description of the relevant details, such as advice, roles involved, special operating procedures and so on. After a trigger event has occurred, please select the additional Step Button to proceed on through the CTOSE process.

Action: preanalyse trigger

Description: In order to find out if the trigger indicates an incident or not, the situation has to be examined to a certain extend.

Phase: assessment phase

Description: This occurs when some prima facie evidence is found (by a person, an automatic detection device, manual analysis of monitored data, etc.) or a dispute is initiated (trigger), that requires a more focussed analysis and assessment of the business risk arising from some suspicious event. The system may or may not continue to run normally in this phase, in either case it is expected that any investigative actions will be taken by the normal system management.
Prototype Work Flow Management System

Action 1: INVESTIGATION part 1a: analyse trigger

Predecessor: *TRIGGER Incident Response

Additional Information:
Advice: Check time stamp
Advice: Discuss to include external support
Check List: Order of volatility [rfc 3227]
Document/SOP: Incident Response Policies
Document/SOP: ACPO Guidelines
Donts: Technical traps of incident treatment
Legal Constraint: Legal requirements on privacy and data protection [CTOSE Deliverable 3.2]
Phase: Assessment phase [CTOSE Deliverable 3.2]
Role: IT manager
Role: system administrator
Subprocess: analysis
Technology/Tool: Incident analysis tool [CTOSE Deliverable 3.2]

Legal-Constraint:
Legal requirements on privacy and data protection [CTOSE Deliverable 3.2]

Description:
Legal requirements on privacy and data protection

[CTOSE Deliverable 3.2]

The reference to different legal systems is essential (common law - UK- and continental law - Italy, Belgium and France). In the privacy and data protection area harmonisation has been reached through the passing of two Directives. Nevertheless some differences remain, what makes necessary the reference to national laws.

Any specific case should be analysed through a thorough study of the national, supranational, and international legislative regime (legislation,
The System records...

- which steps taken by whom
- which documents referenced
- which forms filled out
- which person contacted
- which evidence collected and when and by whom

- Result is a virtual container „document“
Applying the Method

Preparation phase
- preparatory measures (risk / threat analysis, cost / benefit analysis, IT security concept, crisis management (business continuity plan, emergency measures, ...), training / awareness, IT security relevant information, IT security tools, technology watch, security audit, etc.)

Running phase
- normal state

Documentation
- Risks and threats report
- Cost / benefit report
- IT policy and strategy
- **Role model** (definition of responsibilities)
- **Business continuity plan**
- **Emergency plan**
- ...
- Routine measures (**log file** evaluation, updates, etc.)
Applying the Method

Investigation phase
- first analysis of trigger with priority to recover system for normal operation and prevent company image loss
- consolidation meeting - how to proceed?
- key decision: do we want to officially investigate?
- investigation of incident with priority to find out if suspect is internal or external to company
- key decision: is suspect internal or external to company?
- key decision: is »criminal standard of proof« necessary?
- detailed analysis by internal investigator, external investigator or law enforcement
- preparation for court – you never know…

Documentation
- incident report (form necessary)
  - who, what, where, (how), (why)
- personal contact with reporter
  -> enhance incident report
- Minutes of meeting (decisions, actions, next steps)
- of investigation and outcome
- of detailed investigation (forensic, physical, information)
- ...
- -> EXAMPLE
Sample Incident Handling Forms

Security Incident Forms

1. Incident Contact List
2. Incident Identification
3. Incident Survey
4. Incident Containment
5. Incident Eradication
6. Incident Communication Log

Intellectual Property Incident Handling Forms (PDF)

1. Incident Form Checklist
2. Incident Contacts
3. Incident Identification
4. Incident Containment
5. Incident Eradication
6. Incident Communication Log
Applying the Method

Investigation phase
- first analysis of trigger with priority to recover system for normal operation and prevent company image loss
- consolidation meeting - how to proceed?
- key decision: do we want to officially investigate?
- investigation of incident with priority to find out if suspect is internal or external to company
- key decision: is suspect internal or external to company?
- key decision: is »criminal standard of proof« necessary?
- detailed analysis by internal investigator, external investigator or law enforcement
- preparation for court – you never know…

Documentation
- incident report (form necessary)
  - who, what, where, (how), (why)
- personal contact with reporter
  -> enhance incident report
- Minutes of meeting (decisions, actions, next steps)
- of investigation and outcome
- of detailed investigation
  (forensic, physical, information)
- ...
- -> EXAMPLE
Example Form for Incident Reporting

Example
[http://www.cert.org/reporting/incident_form.txt]:

Your contact and organizational information
– 1. name......................
– 2. organization name......................
– 3. sector type (such as banking, education, energy or public safety)....................
– 4. email address......................
– 5. telephone number......................
– 6. other......................

Affected machine(s) (duplicate for each host)
– 7. hostname and IP......................
– 8. time zone......................
– 9. purpose or function of the host
(please be as specific as possible)...........

Source(s) of the attack (duplicate for each host)
– 10. hostname or IP..............
– 11. time zone......................
– 12. been in contact?............... 
– 13. Estimated cost of handling incident (if known) ......................
– 14. Description of the incident (including dates, methods of intrusion, intruder tools involved, software versions and patch levels, intruder tool output, details of vulnerabilities exploited, source of attack, or any other relevant information): ......................
Applying the Method

Post Processing Phase
- final incident analysis and conclusions
- counter measures (IT security)
- evaluation of process model
- if necessary modification of procedure

Documentation
- drawn conclusions
- revision of documents within preparation phase
- process evaluation
Result: Structured Container Document

Documents
- Risks and threats report
- Cost / benefit report
- IT policy and strategy
- Role model
- Business continuity plan
- Emergency plan
- Routine measures (log file evaluation, updates, etc.)

Records
- incident report personal contact with reporter
- Minutes of meeting (decisions, actions, next steps)
- of investigation and outcome
- of detailed investigation (forensic, physical, information)

Reports
- drawn conclusions
- revision of documents
- process evaluation

XML Document
Structured Container Document
Conclusion: Benefits through Documentation

- having detailed information on incidents
- traceability of incident handling
- prevention of loss of evidence and evidential information
- time and money savings due to general process improvement
- being prepared - having a process in place (incident readiness)
- protection against external accusations
- know-how is documented - not only in head of the experts
- support for quality control - verifiability according to compliance requirements,
- support for validation
- common terminology
- support for investigations which have been internally or externally triggered
Last Words

If IT security management (or any other new system) is to be adopted, existing attached business processes should be analysed and optimised ahead of time!

Therefore
- start at the „beginning“
- create a structured, process oriented base for going a practical way
- document it and make it transparent and
- know the right people and communicate
Thank you for your attention!
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